
Version 30.5(133) changes

Refill prescription•
When a prescription is out of refills, you may now right click the screen and there
is a context menu with two new options. First, you may display the scan of the
prescription, and second, you may display the signature for the prescription.

New prescription•
An option has been added to the context menu that will allow you to enter the
refill thru date for the prescription.

Tree displays•
All tree displays with the exception of one or two that did not fit the criterion now
have the options to do the following from the tree's context menu:

Search all text: This will find text, whole or partial words, anywhere in the tree.1.
This may also be accessed by pressing the control key and f (^f).
Search this column's text: This will find text, whole or partial words, anywhere2.
in the column of the tree that was clicked.
Print ALL pages: This will print all pages of the tree. Since the tree may have3.
many rows, be sure you want to print the entire tree. This may also be
accessed by clicking the printer icon in the top right portion of the screen.
Increase text font size: This will increase the font size each time it is clicked.4.
This may also be accessed by clicking the magnifying glass with the green
plus sign in the top right portion of the screen if present (screens with multiple
trees cannot use this option).
Decrease text font size: This will decrease the font size each time it is clicked.5.
This may also be accessed by clicking the magnifying glass with the red
minus sign in the top right portion of the screen if present (screens with
multiple trees cannot use this option).
Reset text font size: This will reset the text font size to its original size if you6.
decide you don't like the size it is.
Reset tree configuration: You may reset the column order of the tree to its7.
original order if you decide you don't like the current order.

Prescription File Search / Wholesalers Audit Report•
A new report option has been added called “Wholesalers Audit Report”. This
report can be used to document the need for additional schedule drug inventory
that is often requested by your wholesaler. This report includes information the
DEA requires wholesalers to report. Simply run the Prescription File Search
program as you normally would. After the report processes through the
prescription file, a report option window appears. Select “Wholesalers Audit
Report” and press f1.

eScripts Console•
A change has been made that allows the console to refresh correctly if the user



is running the console in a maximized window state.

ProScan (Hard copy scanning)•
Major revisions have been made to streamline the use of this program. You can
now perform multiple scan operations without exiting the software. After a scan
has been performed and saved, the software will prompt you for another scan. If
you have another to scan, load the paper in the scanner and answer “Yes”. The
software will initiate a new scan. Efforts have also been made to increase
keyboard usage. For example, when you scan a hard copy, you are prompted for
the prescription number. You can either scan the barcode or type the number in.
If you have multiple prescription numbers to scan, those numbers have to be
separated with a comma. If you are scanning the bar code, the software
automatically inserts a comma. If you are typing the number, you can either type
a comma character or hit ENTER. Enter will insert a comma so that you are
ready to type the next number. Hitting ENTER after all numbers and been
entered will cause the “Confirm and Save” button to change colors. You can click
this button or press ENTER. You will then be prompted for another scan. Hitting
ENTER assumes YES, initiating the next scan.


